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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are user interfaces that limit the functions that can be
selected by a user called?
A. Mini user interfaces
B. Unlimited user interfaces
C. Limited user interfaces
D. Constrained user interfaces
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Constrained user interfaces limit users' access abilities by
not allowing them to request certain functions or information,
or to have access to specific system resources.
Incorrect Answers:
B: Limited user interfaces is not a valid term with regards to
CISSP.

C: Mini user interfaces are designed for hand-held devices like
smartphones.
D: Unlimited user interfaces are not a valid term with regards
to CISSP.
References:
Harris, Shon, All In One CISSP Exam Guide, 6th Edition,
McGraw-Hill, 2013, pp. 228
http://www.reinteract.org/design/mini.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
A VMware vSphere 6.x Administrator sees the following output in
esxtop:
What does the %RDY column represent?
A. Idle CPU Percentage
B. CPU Utilization
C. CPU Cycle Wait Percentage
D. CPU Ready
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which three of the below statements is true about Radio
Resource Management Neighbor messages? (Choose three.)
A. they are transmitted every 60 seconds
B. they are transmitted at the lowest supported data rate
C. they are transmitted on all serviced channels
D. they are transmitted at maximum power
E. they are transmitted at the highest data rate
F. they are transmitted at minimum power
Answer: A,B,D
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